Reading Rods® and Success - A Perfect Fit!

This book includes 30 activities to strengthen the following reading skills:

• Build and write simple sentences with basic sentence patterns
• Read phrases and sentences aloud
• Investigate print concepts and word relationships
• Explore parts of speech and verb usage
• Learn capitalization, types of sentences, and appropriate punctuation
• Recognize synonyms, antonyms, and homophones

Expand your Reading Rods® program with additional Activity Books!

The Reading Rods® system uses color-coded, interlocking rods to help teach language and literacy skills with hands-on learning techniques. Reading Rods® are designed to supplement all reading programs and are the perfect hands-on addition to any primary classroom.


LOOK FOR THESE OTHER READING RODS® PRODUCTS FROM LEARNING RESOURCES®:

• LER 7143 Reading Rods® Simple Sentences Activity Cards
• LER 7165 Reading Rods® Simple Sentences Activity Cards Set 2
• LER 7146 Reading Rods® Overhead Simple Sentences

Includes 30 activities to build and write sentences!